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Team 4265, The Secret City Wildbots, is spreading the secret of FIRST faster than the Titan 

supercomputer. Whether we’re hosting regional events, writing curriculum for our school 

system, or participating in community charity work, we always hold FIRST’s ideals at heart and 

yell its secret loud and proud.  

 

As we work to become a role model team, we strive to help and inspire rookies. This year, we 

ran the first ever Kick-Off Rookie Quick Build (RQB) in our region. We invited all nine rookie 

teams in the KY/TN region. 5 teams were able to attend, and it was a success. We streamed the 

kick-off video in our facilities and conducted workshops to guide each Rookie team in building a 

working drivetrain. Based on our rookie year experience, teams saved up to two weeks of their 

time and energy, allowing them to focus more on critical elements of this year’s competition. 

Furthermore, we posted our curriculum online to give the same advantage to those who were 

unable to attend. 

 

We strive to improve the teams in our region. We mentor rookie teams by visiting their labs 

during build season, hosting weekly Skype review sessions, opening our lab during build hours, 

and giving out contact information, promising that we will help out at anytime with any 

complication. Team 4489 took us up on that promise before they left the RQB. Due to late 

hours and inclement weather, members of our team opened up their houses, and members of 

4489 spent the night safely in Oak Ridge where we ate pizza together and bonded. Later during 

our weekly mentoring call, we learned they had gone two weeks without progress or parts. At 

the beginning of week 3, all they had completed was the drivetrain built at the RQB. We 

intervened and invited them into our lab, sharing tools, materials, and experience with them. 

From then on, they met with us every Wednesday. 

 

In addition to 4489, we have mentored three other teams: 3140, 4630, and 4554. Through 

weekly check-ups and Skype calls, we have helped teams overcome any challenges that they 

encountered on their journey. We guided 3140 through programming and 4556 through 



gearing ratios. Team 4630 even built their shooter in our lab. Mentoring others has benefitted 

us along the way too, as we’ve learned new things while teaching them. Inspiring others has 

proven to be a rich aspect of FIRST that we treasure and embrace fully. 

 

Because we love to inspire others, we also mentor the local FLL team, The Ninjineers. This past 

season, they won the state tournament, allowing them to compete in a FIRST championship for 

the 3rd consecutive year. 

 

We've also spread the secret to other continents through 5 foreign exchange student team 

members. They learned to use power tools, helped to assemble the robot, and even 

contributed to the game strategy. When German exchange student, Isabel, was asked what her 

favorite part of our high school was, she shouted, “The FIRST Robotics team!” Caya, another 

exchange student, said her experience served as a catalyst toward her lifelong goal of working 

at Volkswagen. 

 

Moreover, we engage our community with our excitement for FIRST in keeping everyone 

informed by hosting open houses throughout the year: Parent Night, Unveiling, and the Thank 

You Dinner. On Parent Night, we invite our sponsors, school supporters, and parents to enjoy a 

night of robot demos and refreshments. The day before bag-and-tag, we invite the community 

and sponsors to see our finished robot. Following our competitions, we host a formal dinner 

and present gifts to the sponsors and mentors to show how grateful we are for their support. 

We also present to the East Tennessee Economic Council (ETEC), supporting TNFIRST by 

stressing the importance of FIRST in our region to “federal contractors, Department of Energy 

and National Nuclear Security Administration representatives, state officials, small businesses, 

and other local economic development entities.” 

 

Witnessing our excitement for STEAM (STEM+Art/Design), The Oak Ridge Civic Music 

Association invited us to demonstrate our robot during the Isotone Concert. Our robot danced 

to Eddlemon’s original composition “Ricercar del Roboti”. During the reception, we talked with 



distinguished members of the community, spreading the FIRST secret and broadening our 

team’s scope. 

 

Additionally, the FIRST secret has been unveiled in the Greater Knoxville area. After we won the 

Rookie All-Star award last year, 3 of our members were interviewed by hit radio station STAR 

102.1, where FIRST’s secret was spread to over 650,000 people. 

 

Recently, we made an impact in our community by founding the outreach event “FRC for FRC”. 

As an FRC team, we set up a fund-drive for the Family Resource Center of Oak Ridge Schools 

(FRC). The FRC aids “at risk” children and their families in the prevention and the eradication of 

problems that interfere with their ability to be successful. We set up booths at athletic events 

and went door-to-door asking for donations. 

 

We also volunteered at the Clinch Valley Science Fair for 3rd-5th graders in Oak Ridge and 

surrounding counties, running registration tables and escorting students and parents through 

the event. We ran robot demonstrations all day, entertaining the waiting students while sharing 

the secret of FIRST. 

 

Year-round collaboration with teams in our region strengthens our partnerships. We paired up 

with 3824 for many demos and moderated their website forums. Our collaboration with 3140 

began in the 2012 off season when they visited our lab for a design review of the drive trains 

we experimented with. Continuing into the 2013 build season we have Skyped more than once 

a week, visited their lab during build season for programming help, digitally shared designs and 

even brought them cookies to boost their morale! 

 

Equally importantly, we spread the message of FIRST to elementary school students in our 

community through an exciting Sumo Robotics Camp at the Children's Museum in the summer 

of 2012, and it was a hit with 20 students in attendance. We wrote the curriculum, led 

presentations, and mentored each team. They learned engineering design principles, as well as 



concepts like building and programming NXT robots by competing with other teams. Students 

were so inspired by the camp, they pleaded with their parents to buy them $200 LEGO 

Mindstorm kits in order to learn more. Their parents compromised by starting up two new FLL 

teams in our town. 

 

In addition to the three FLL teams, our members have been influential in founding over 20 

Jr.FLL teams in Oak Ridge in only 2 years, creating a progression of feeder FIRST programs for 

FRC. 

 

The Assistant Director of the TN FLL State Tournament Committee invited us to demo at the 

2012 East TN FLL Tournament. We inspired FLL-ers to aspire to the “Big Leagues” by playing 

videos of matches, running the robot, and describing to them what awaits them when they’re 

older. We drove our 2012 robot around the gym during the award ceremony as teams cheered 

us on. Our conversations with FLL mentors planted seeds for FRC teams around the state. 

 

We established a strong relationship with National Instruments (NI) while innovatively helping 

the FIRST community by hosting NI FRC Mentor Training Workshops.  All mentors in our region 

were invited to this workshop which was created by NI to prepare FRC Mentors for the 

upcoming FRC. The skills the mentors learned gave them a tremendous advantage when 

working with their programming teams. 

 

To foster relationships and focus on the sustainment of FIRST across the nation, we have been 

collaborating with 15 year Indiana team 234 on an innovative example rookie business plan 

focusing on sustaining new teams. Our teams are creating a bridge between veterans and 

rookies across FIRST. The Secret City Wildbots are developing a curriculum where veteran 

teams would co-host events alongside RQB alumni, thus furthering FIRST sustainment and 

Gracious Professionalism in the spirit of giving back to our region. We aspire to share our quick 

build curriculum universally to FIRST. We’ve begun this by obtaining contacts in NJ. 

 



We maintain partnerships with our sponsors and supporters. AISIN Manufacturing invited us 

along with 3 other teams in the region to give robot demonstrations at their facilities. We ate 

lunch with the employees, and our project manager spoke with AISIN’s regional program 

manager, who traveled from Indiana specifically for the event. We were also given a tour of 

their facilities where we saw real world engineering in action, creating some of the automotive 

industry's highest-quality components. 

 

We were invited by Oak Ridge National Lab to participate in their annual United Way 

fundraiser. We set up a booth where people would pay to compete in a shooting match against 

our 2012 robot. 

 

In light of Dean’s Homework, we created an Alumni Association to keep our alumni involved. 

Many returned over winter break to help mentor our RQB. FRC has also opened doors for 

alumni, especially Stephen who is interning for NI. FRC also inspired Sean to take steps to 

establish and mentor a team at Cookeville High School.  

 

Team 4265 revolutionizes STEM education in our community. We are developing a project-

based curriculum for grades K-12 with the FIRST competitions as the capstone project. The 

FIRST/STEM Robotics class appears in our school’s 2013-2014 Program of Studies. The class will 

evolve into a student led 501- c(3) business, incorporating all school departments. They will 

learn valuable skills in project management, finances, and other real life scenarios. 

 

In only two years, team 4265 has evolved into more than just a robotics team. We embody 

FIRST’s values in everything we do, whether we’re mentoring rookie teams in our region or 

reaching out to our sponsors. Above all, we aspire to radiate the message and ideals of FIRST 

across our region and beyond to create a world where science and technology are celebrated. 

We strive to forge FIRST as the best known and loudest secret ever! 


